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 Autumn Term Spring Term Summer Term 

Term 

dates 

01/09/20 – 23/10/20 

(8 weeks) 

02/11/20 – 22/12/20 

(7 Weeks) 

04/01/21 – 12/02/21 

(6 weeks) 

22/02/20 – 26/03/20 

(5 weeks) 

12/04/21 – 28/05/21 

(7 weeks) 
07/06/21 – 20/07/21 

(6 weeks) 

Key 

Learning 

Challenges 

 

The Amazing America’s 
 

Who discovered the 
America’s 

Ancient Maya 
 

Who were the original 
inhabitants of the 

Americas? 

WW2  
Is it ever right to fight? 

Local Transport 
 

How did we get around? 

Wow 

moments 

(visits/ 

visitors) 

 

Videos/ Photos Videos/ Photos – horrible 
histories 

Eden Camp 
Videos/ Photos – horrible 
histories 

Walk around Mexborough Railway museum 
Or 
British Air Museum 

 

Parental 

engagement 

 

  WW2 cooking (carrot biscuits)  Build a vehicle out of 
cardboard boxes 

 

Core Text The man who walked 
between the Towers  
By Mordicai Gerstein 

 
Non-fiction  America’s 

 
 

Holes by Louis Sachar 
 

Non-fiction  - Aztecs and 
Mayan’s 

 

Good night Mr Tom by 
Michelle Magorian 

 
Non-Fiction WW2 

Silver Sword by Ian Serraillier 
Or 

Diary of Anne Frank 
 

Non-Fiction Light 

Kensuke Kingdom by 
Michael Morpugo 

 
Non-Fiction Transport 

Journey to Jo’burg by 
Beverley Naidoo 

 
Transport poetry 

English 

 

 

 

 

Explanation – reasons for pilgrim 
fathers travel to North America 
(1 week) 
Narrative – Phillipe Petit walking  
between the Towers (2 weeks) 
Newspaper Report – Journey on 
the Mayflower  
Author study – C S Lewis (1 
week) 
 
Assessment (1 week) 
 

Persuade -Holiday brochure – 
persuade tourists to visit the 
Amazing Americas (3 weeks) 
 
Letter –letter to parents in 
character (holes) (2 weeks) 
 
Narrative -  (mystery) where is 
the treasure? (Holes) (2 weeks) 
 

 

Narrative – journey of evacuee (2 
weeks) 
 
Diary in role –as evacuee – Link 
Goodnight Mr Tom (2 week) 
 
Recount – Eden camp (1weeks) 
 
Advertisement – recruit women 

to help during the war (1 week) 

 

Diary – in style of Anne frank (2 
weeks) 
 
Balanced argument – is it right to 
fight? (2 weeks) 
 
Author study - Michael Morpugo 
(War horse extracts) (1 week) 
 
Assessment (1 week) 

Descriptions – 
characters/settings (1 week) 
 
Narrative (adventure) – 
Michael washed overboard 
(2 weeks) 
 
Letter – message in a bottle 
to grandma (1 week) 
 
Author study - Michael 
Morpugo (Kensuke’s 
kingdom) (1 week) 

Diary -  eating oranges (2 
weeks) 
 
Playscript – turn extract into a 
playscript (2 weeks) 
 
Poetry – transport (1 weeks) 
 
Report – transport vehicles (1 
week) 
 

Assessment (1 week) 
 

https://www.bing.com/search?q=Beverley+Naidoo&filters=ufn%3a%22Beverley+Naidoo%22+sid%3a%22b8278908-5169-8b70-37a2-efb42a17bbbe%22&FORM=SNAPST
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Maths 

 

 

 Reasoning with large whole 
numbers 

Understand, compare and solve 
number and practical problems 
to 1 000 000. 

 Integer addition and 
subtraction 

Explore calculation strategies for 
large number problems, 
reasoning towards appropriate 
operations and methods. 

 Line graphs and timetables 
Read and interpret information 
presented in tables and line 
graphs and solve comparison, 
sum and difference questions. 

 Multiplication and division 
Solve problems using known 
facts, knowledge of factors, 
primes, squares and cubes and 
combinations of operations. 

 Perimeter and area 
Calculate and compare the 
perimeter and area; estimate 
areas of non-rectilinear shapes. 

 

 Multiplication and division 
To multiply and divide using a 
range of formal methods. 
 

 Fractions and decimals 
Understand and use numbers 
with up to 3 decimal places; read 
and write decimals as fractions; 
solve problems involving measure 
with all four operators. 
 

 Fractions and percentages 
Understand percentages and 
convert to fractions/decimals; 
add/subtracts fractions with 
different denominators; multiply 
fractions by whole numbers; 
solve problems with all of the 
above. 
 

 Calculating with whole 
numbers and decimals 

Consolidation and 
application opportunities. 
Solve multi-step problems in 
contexts, using all four 
operations and deciding on 
appropriate methods. 

 2-D and 3-D shape 
Distinguish between regular 
and irregular polygons; 
recognise, describe and build 
3-D shapes, including making 
nets; illustrate and name 
parts of circles. 
 

 Transformations 
Identify and describe 
translations and positions of 
shapes with appropriate 
language; deduce missing 
lengths and angles. 

 Converting units of 
measure 

Convert between units of metric 
measure and understand 
approximate equivalences 
between metric and imperial 
units. 

 Volume 
Estimate volume and capacity; 
recognise and use cube 
numbers with notation. 
 

Science 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Electricity 
 
 Explain the importance of 

the major discoveries in 
electricity. 

 Observe and explain the 
effects of differing volts in a 
circuit 

 Observe and explain the 
effects of differing volts in a 
circuit. 

 Plan an investigation. 

 I can understand variations 
in how components 
function. 

 Conduct an investigation.  

 Record my data and report 
my findings 

 Investigate my results 
further. 

Evolution and inheritance 

 Explain the scientific 
concept of inheritance 

 Demonstrate 
understanding of the 
scientific meaning of 
adaptation. 

 Identify the key ideas of 
the theory of evolution. 

 Identify evidence for 
evolution from fossil 
records. 

 Explain how adaptations 
can result in both 
advantages and 
disadvantages.  

 Explain how human 
intervention affects 
evolution. 

Missed unit Light 

 Explain that light travels in 
straight lines from light 
source to our eyes and 
from light sources to 
objects and then to our 
eyes 

 Understand how mirrors 
reflect light, and how they 
can help us see objects 

  Investigate how a prism 
changes a ray of light 

 Investigate how light 
enables us to see colours 

 Explain why shadows have 
the same shape as the 
object that casts them. 

Animals inc humans 

 Identify and name the 
parts of the human 
circulatory system. 

 Describe the functions 
of the main parts of the 
circulatory system. 

 Explain how water and 
nutrients are 
transported within the 
body. 

 Describe how diet and 
exercise impact on 
human bodies. 

 Plan a scientific 
enquiry. 

 Record, report and 
present results 
appropriately. 

 Explain the impact of 
drugs and alcohol on 
the body 

 Describe how scientific 
evidence highlighted 
the dangers of smoking 

Living things and their 
habitats 
 Give reasons for 

classifying animals based 
on their similarities and 
differences. 

 Describe how living things 
are classified into groups. 

 Identify the characteristics 
of different types of 
animals 

 Describe and investigate 
helpful and harmful micro-
organisms. 

 Identify the characteristics 
of different types of 
micro-organisms 

 Classify organisms found 
in my local habitat 

 Explain the classification 
of organisms found in my 
local habitat. 

 

https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-1-reasoning-with-large-whole-numbers-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-1-reasoning-with-large-whole-numbers-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-2-integer-addition-and-subtraction-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-2-integer-addition-and-subtraction-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-3-line-graphs-and-timetables-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-4-multiplication-and-division-15-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-5-perimeter-and-area-5-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-6-fractions-and-decimals-15-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-8-fractions-and-percentages-15-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-11-calculating-with-whole-numbers-and-decimals-15-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-11-calculating-with-whole-numbers-and-decimals-15-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-12-2-d-3-d-shape-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-9-transformations-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-10-converting-units-of-measure-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-10-converting-units-of-measure-10-lessons
https://toolkit.mathematicsmastery.org/classroom-planning/year-groups/year-5/units/unit-13-volume-5-lessons
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History 

(H) and 

Geography 

(G) 

   

 
 

Locational knowledge 

-locate the world’s countries, 

using maps to focus on North 

and South America, 

concentrating on their 

environmental regions, key 

physical and human 

characteristics, countries, 

and major cities. 

-identify the position and 

significance of latitude, 

longitude, Equator, Northern 

Hemisphere, Southern 

Hemisphere, the Tropics of 

Cancer and Capricorn, Arctic 

and Antarctic Circle, the 

Prime/Greenwich Meridian 

and time zones (including day 

and night) 

Place knowledge 

-understand geographical 

similarities and differences 

through the study of human 

and physical geography of a 

region in North or South 

America. 

The Indigenous People of 

the Americas 

Pupils should be taught 

about the achievements 

of the earliest 

civilizations – an overview 

of where and when the 

first civilizations 

appeared and a depth 

study 

WW2 

(extended chronological 

knowledge beyond 1066) 

Pupils should be taught a 

study of an aspect or 

theme in British history 

that extends pupils’ 

chronological knowledge 

beyond 1066, 

a significant turning point 

in British history 

Locational knowledge 

-locate the world’s countries, 

using maps to focus on 

Europe (including the 

location of Russia), 

concentrating on their 

environmental regions, key 

physical and human 

characteristics, countries, 

and major cities 

-name and locate counties 

and cities of the United 

Kingdom, geographical 

regions and their identifying 

human and physical 

characteristics, key 

topographical features 

(including hills, mountains, 

coasts and rivers), and land-

use patterns; and understand 

how some of these aspects 

have changed over time 

Place knowledge 

-understand geographical 

similarities and differences 

through the study of human 

and physical geography of a 

region of the United 

Kingdom and a region in a 

European country. 

 

 

Transport 

What impact did the 

railways and canals 

have on Britain and 

the local area? 

Geographical skills and 

fieldwork 

-use maps, atlases, globes 

and digital/computer 

mapping to locate countries 

and describe features 

studied 

-use the 8 points of a 

compass, 4- and 6-figure 

grid references, symbols 

and key (including the use 

of Ordnance Survey maps) 

to build their knowledge of 

the United Kingdom and the 

wider world 

-use fieldwork to observe, 

measure record and present 

the human and physical 

features in the local area 

using a range of methods, 

including sketch maps, plans 

and graphs, and digital 

technologies. 
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Art/DT 

 

 

 

 

Halloween images (digital) 

 Use a graphics 
package to manipulate new 
images. 

 Be able to import 
and image (scanned, 
retrieved, taken) into a 
graphics package. 

 Understand that a 
digital image is created by 
layering. 

 

Native American Blankets 
(Textiles)  

 Use fabrics to create 3d 
structures 

 Use different grade of 
threads and needles 

 Experiment with a range 
of media to overlap and 
layer creating 
interesting colours and 
textures and effects 

Henry Moore Shelter 
(Painting) 

 Develop a painting from 
a drawing. 

 Carry out preliminary 
studies, trying out 
different media and 
materials and mixing 
appropriate colours 

 Create imaginative work 
from a variety of sources 
e.g. observational 
drawing, themes, poetry 
and music 

 Mix and match colour to 
create atmosphere and 
light effects 

 Be able to identify 
primary, secondary, 
complementary and 
contrasting colours. 

 Work with 
complementary colours 

 

Air-raid shelters (3D) 

 Shape, form, model and 
construct from 
observation or 
imagination 

 Use recycled, natural 
and manmade materials 
to create sculptures 

 Plan a sculpture through 
drawing and other 
preparatory work 

Transport (printing) 

 Create printing 
blocks by simplifying 
an initial sketch book 
idea. 

 Use relief or 
impressed method 

 Create prints with 3 
overlays 

 Work into prints 
with a range of 
media e.g. pens, 
colour pens and 
paints 

Transport (collage) 

 Add collage to a 
painted, printed or 
drawn background. 

 Use a range of media to 
create collages 

 Use different 
techniques, colours and 
textures etc. when 
designing and making 
pieces of work 

 Use collage as a means 
of extending work from 
initial ideas. 

Music 

 

Living on a prayer 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
(Glockenspiels)  
Improvise and compose 

Class Jazz 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
(Ukuleles) 
Improvise and compose 

Make you feel my love 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
Improvise and compose 

Fresh Prince of Bel Air 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
Improvise and compose 

Dancing in the street 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
Improvise and compose 

Reflect, rewind and replay 
Listen & appraise 
Playing instruments 
Improvise and compose 

P.E. Invasion games  
(Basketball) 
 
 

Dance 
 
 

Swimming 
 
 

Swimming 
 
 

Gymnastics 
 

Striking and fielding 
(Rounders) 
Athletics 
 

R.E. 

 
 

How far would a Sikh go for 
their religion?  
 
See Discovery planning 

Is Christmas a true story? 
 
See Discovery planning 

Are Sikh stories important 
today? 
 
See Discovery planning 

Did God intend for Jesus to 
be crucified? 
 
See Discovery planning 

What is the best way for a 
Sikh to show commitment 
to God? 
 
See Discovery planning 

What is the best way for a 
Christian to show 
commitment to God? 
 
See Discovery planning 
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Computing 

 

ELIM Y5 Term 1 
Scratch 
Esafety 
Programming 
Multi-media 

Computing systems and 
networks 
 
 
 
 

Creating media – Vector 
drawing 

Creating media – Video 
editing  

Data and Information – 
Flat file databases 

Programming A – Physical 
computing 

PSHCE  
 Celebrating difference 
I can explain the differences 
between direct and indirect 
bullying 

 Dreams and Goals 
I can describe the dreams 
and goals of a young person 
in a cultures different from 
mine and relate the to my 
own 
 

 Healthy me 
I can describe different roles food can play in people’s lives ad 
can explain how people can develop eating problems relating 
to body image pressures 

 Relationships 
I can explain how to stay 
safe when using 
technology to 
communicate with my 
friends 

 Changing me 
I can describe how boys’ and 
girls’ bodies change during 
puberty 

FRENCH  Getting to know you  All about ourselves  Food and drink  Family and Friends  School Life  Key events in French 
history 

 


